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Most forex traders rely on technical analysis books written for stock, futures, and option traders.
However, long before computers and calculators, traders were trading naked. Naked trading is the
simplest (and oldest) trading method. It's simply trading without technical indicators, and that is
exactly what this book is about.

Let's face it... if you are reading forex trading books, then you are looking for something better. That
is why I read this book. I wanted something better than I had, and boy have I had it all: mentors,
indicators, systems, courses, seminars, dvd's - anything you can imagine I have bought. And to be
honest, I knew that it was probably overkill in the back of my mind. I knew that covering up price with
all of my indicators was, let us say, a bit crazy, when we traders are all trading price in the end. The
market goes up, the market goes down, and we have to decide whether to buy, sell or stay away.

My inkling was proved true with this book. Sure, there are other trading books out there about



trading price, but very few of them simplify things like this book. And let me be clear here: that is a
good thing, I am glad to see that simple works. I tested these systems as the authors suggested and
I really am glad that I did. It proved to me that Naked Trading works, and that is really all I do now.
Whenever I go back to RSI or MACD now, it is only temporary, like looking at a photo of an old
girlfriend. Sure it is nice to remember the past, but I am very happy with where I am now. I make
money now and it is mostly due to this book. Not to take a shot at other books like the Al Brooks
books, but they make it complex. This book gave me several strategies to trade successfully. I use
the ladder exit with Kangaroos and Belts, and that has been making me money. I have paid for this
book 20 times over by the profits I have made trading those two systems alone. I don't know if this
book will help you, but it sure did help me. I am a Naked Forex trader now, and I couldn't be happier.

Forex marketers are getting more and more creative with peddling their material.In Walter's case all
he does is give run of the mill forex patterns and price bars a whole lot of new names,Pinbars
become Kangaroo Tails,Outside bars become Big Shadows etc.It all sounds original but in fact all of
his stuff is available for free on the internet.Walter directs you to his website where you can buy one
of his many courses and get trained by one of the best in the business....to loose your shirt.Between
running his website and surfing I doubt that Walter has any time to actually trade.Just another FX
BS artist in my opinion.

The amount of information about trading freely available online these days can be overwhelming. I
have read quite a few books on Candlesticks, Western indicators such as Bollinger bands, RSI, CCI,
Stochastic et. al. I was introduced to fxjake by a UK Forex trader - Richard Hill. I came across
"Naked Forex" from [...]. I purchased the Kindle version of this book from Amazon and have thus far
read it twice and will re-read it again until I become proficient in some of the powerful trading
systems discussed in the book - I'm curreently focusing on the "Kangaroo tail" and "Big Shadow"
trade set ups. Folks, over reliance on Western indicators (laggard indicators as we all know them) to
predict trends or identify high probability trades are sheer waste of time. I have ditch out all
indicators, and now look at actual market price actions. Naked Forex continues to teach me the best
way to improve my trading - identify high probability trade set ups, back test and forward test the
"heck" out of my ideas using Forex Tester. I highly recommend this book to all newbies (like myself),
and I strongly believe experienced traders will also learn from the book.

I love the premise of this book. KISS. There are other methods and tools, but price moves according
to what buyers and sellers are willing to do. This methodology of naked trading helps one by
eliminating noise and variables. One of the simplest techniques that I gleamed out of this book is
using other types of charts. I used to base my analysis solely on candlestick charts. I've now added
line charts and at times bar charts to my analysis. This has worked wonderfully in helping me locate
areas of confluencne not otherwise seen with the noise of various bar ranges, wicks, opens and
closes. Most of my bias and initial plans are made from Naked charts. I then use other tools to help
reinforce zones of interest. Good read, definately one I will reread several times.

If one has traded for years and has read enough technical analysis books to know, for instance, that
a bar with an open and close near the top (bottom) of the range might be a good bull (bear)reversal
bar, and that support and resistance are important concepts, especially when what used to be
resistance (support) is now support (resistance), then this book will probably not be very helpful,
unless one needs a reminder of what one already knows.

There is no backtesting of the concepts in the book, but professional traders will recognize
everything here and will probably already know what works and what doesn't. This book does offer
concepts that in my fifteen years of experience have proven to work more often than they don't. That
in itself makes this a worthwhile book for those who don't already know what the authors do.

Naked Forex reveals powerful and effective techniques for trading without indicators and, instead,
teaches you to rely solely on price charts. From an expert author duo that includes the CEO of
TradersChoiceFX.com and a professional forex trader who holds a PhD in psychology, you'll
discover a liberating system for trading in the forex market, as well as how to tap into your own
personality to achieve success.



Alexander Nekritin is the CEO and President of TradersChoiceFX, one of the largest forex
introducing brokers in the world. He has over ten years of successful trading experience in equities,
options, futures, and forex. Nekritin holds a degree in finance with a concentration in derivative
instruments from Babson College. His work has been featured in many web publications such as
FXstreet.com and TradingMarkets.com.

Walter Peters, PhD, holds a doctorate in psychology and is a full-time forex trader. He trades for the
DTS Fund and works with traders through the website FXjake.com. Peters is a technical trader and
takes a unique "naked" approach to forex trading. Nearly all of the trading systems he uses and
teaches are systems without technical indicators. Peters believes that an understanding of cognitive
psychology in general, and in particular cognitive biases, is useful for the forex trader.

There is nothing special about this book, no new techniques, nothing new under the sun. The whole
book is based on the supports and resistance, whenever there is a high swing or a low swing point
the author board draw a horizontal line and the next time the price returns to this area and touch the
areas of support / resistance and there is an candelstick pattern, such as double bottom, double top,
bearish or bullish Engulfing, hammer, shooting star in all about ten patterns known to everyone but
him, the author gives exotic names such as Kangoroo tails, big belt, wammies, ... as if it was he who
had invented and that's it! Support and resistance and the good old candlesticks patterns.

Providing savvy market players with a way to react quickly to event-driven opportunities and trends,
exchange traded binary options are a unique type of derivative instrument offering fixed risk and
reward. Available on four asset classesâ€”stock index futures, commodity futures, Spot Forex and
economic data releasesâ€”they are distinctly different from regular put/call options in that their
pay-out structure offers only two potential outcomes, or settlement values: 0 or 100. The first guide
focussing exclusively on this fast-growing sector of the options market, Trading Binary Options
examines the key differences between regular options trading and binary options trading and
describes how binary trading is done. It also gives you the lowdown on the most successful binary
trading strategies and how and when they should be deployed.

Forex1970 check and tell what pages are lost, but I think he does not find missing pages. File
obtained through conversion format EPUB to PDF. Conversion is usually due to imperfect software
is incorrect. Font height is often reduced and because of this quantity pages is becomes smaller and
page numbering of straying.

Well, actually I had not downloaded it from post #6 and have not contrasted them. Because my
overall posts counts are shy of 20 and the system of share is not working for me either. I
downloaded it from the last link and its quality was quite good. As their volumes are different (3.9
MB vs 7.38 MB), thought this is better. I am sorry if I had claimed incorrectly.

As not many members actually redistribute the goods in this forum (or they just post links externally),
this places limitations on me and others to help others to get the file without having to go through the
same process as I am doing...... as I am sure there are many here that do the same thing as I do
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Hi, This is Russ Horn and what I am about to reveal to you will make some people very angry, or at
least I hope it does! You see, I believe that there is a great Forex hoax out there that is keeping
guys like you and me from really making it big in the Forex world. I believe that too many snake oil
salesmen and pumped up gurus have been peddling us lies for years.
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